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Getting a cold, going to see a dentist, and taking public transportation alone are the most 

common situations that children have to face and sometimes do by themselves as they grow 

up but they feel afraid. This series <I CAN DO IT> introduce these new situations through 

sensitively written stories and helps those preschoolers to learn basic knowledge that they 

need in order to face fears and also overcome their challenges. Besides, it will be an ideal 

starting point for young children and adults to discuss first experiences. 
 

 

 
 

With lots of simple yet fun activities based on the storyline, this book will keep readers busy 

and feel happy. Kids can have some fun & learn at the same time while doing game activities 

like putting stickers, coloring and playing mazes & dot to dot! 



 
 

 
 

 I Can Ge t Ove r a Cold Fa s t!  
This title starts with a child who shows definite signs of a cold; sneezing, coughing, runny nose 

and getting chills with fever. Following this poor kids, young readers can easily find out what 

happens inside a hospital. After reading the story, children can all learn life lessons to get over 

a cold fast as follows; 

- Common cold symptoms 

- What we should say to the doctor’s receptionist when making a medical appointment 

- Medical tools which the doctor or nurse use 

- What the doctor might check during the examination 

- Importance of taking medicine 

- Healthy habits to prevent cold and the Flu 

 
By learning the importance of these medical aids, children now can prepare themselves and 

controls anxiety for visits for doctor. Furthermore, as it gently encourages children to have 

healthy habits to prevent cold and the Flu, this will be the perfect kid’s guide book for avoiding 

cold! 



 
 

 
 

 I Can Go To the Dentis t!  
This title is designed to introduce young children to the unfamiliar situation of visiting the 

dentist in an amusing and friendly way. For helping children who are terrified of going to the 

dentist, it provides lots to look at and talk about as follows; 

- Teeth Facts for kids; structure & function of teeth 

- Symptoms, causes of dental cavity 

- What kids can might expect to see & do when visiting the dentist if they have a cavity 

- How the dentist might check and treat tooth decay 

- Easy ways to prevent tooth decay 

- Good example for children to brush their own teeth 

 
These information and advice will help little kids feel comfortable and more relaxed before 

their first dental visit. Also, it perfectly teaches children practical daily tips for preventing tooth 

decay. 



 
 

 
 

 I Can Tak e the S ubw ay!  
This is the perfect book to introduce young readers to all facts that they should know when 

riding the subway. By learning from train safety to travel manners, children can build 

confidence and get ready to ride the subway alone. After reading, kids will learn lessons below; 

- Knowledge of different subway lines and whole subway system 

- Tips for reading subway maps 

- Signs that we can see in the subway station 

- Subway etiquettes & Safety tips 

- Ways to determine the best entrances to access the final destination 

 
It also helps parents to be confident in their child’s abilities when giving them the tools to be 

safe and successful. 


